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A Note on Non-Abelian Planar Difference Sets 
ALEXANDER PoTT 
Let D be an abelian planar difference set of order n. Then D- 1 is an oval in the corresponding 
projective plane. We will show that every cyclic difference set of order n = 1 mod 3 leads to a 
non-abelian difference set D such that D- 1 is not an oval. Furthermore, the inverses of at least three 
shifts of Dare ovals in dev D. 
1. Let G be a finite group of order n2 + n + 1. We call D c G with ID I = n + 1 
a planar difference set of order n if { d1 d2- 1 : d1 =f. d2 , d 1 , d2 E D} = G \ { 1}, that is if 
every element of G\ { 1} has exactly one representation as a difference of two elements in D. 
Dis called abelian (cyclic, non-abelian) if G has the respective property. It is well-known 
that the incidence structure dev D = (G, {Dg:g E G}, E) is a projective plane of order 
n with G as a regular automorphism group and that every plane with a regular auto-
morphism group has such a representation [1]. Every finite desarguesian plane leads 
to a cyclic difference set [4]. An oval of a projective plane of order n consists of n + l 
points no three of which are collinear. If D is abelian, then D- 1 is an oval (see, for 
instance, [3]). 
2. We consider an infinite series of non-abelian difference sets. First of all let D' be a cyclic 
difference set of order n = 1 mod 3 in Z, with v = n2 + n + l = 3w = 0 mod 3. It 
followsthat(3, w) = 1 andZ. =(a, b:a3 = bw = 1,a- 1ba =b). WemayassumeD'to 
be fixed under the map {J: Z, -+ Z, given by x -+ x", that is under the multiplier n (about 
multipliers see [1], for instance). We now consider the non-abelian group G = (x, y: 
x 3 = yw = 1,x- 1yx = y").lfwerepresenttheelementsofD'asproductsdbjandidentify 
the element d~ in Z, with the element xiyj in G, then we obtain from D' c Zv a subset 
D c G. Bruck [2] has shown that this set D is a difference set in G which is fixed by the 
group automorphism 1/J: G-+ G given by xiy-+ x- 1(xiyj)x = xiy•j. 
3. THEOREM. Let D be a difference set constructed according to Section 2. There exists an 
element g E G such that (Dg)- 1 is not an oval in dev D = dev Dg. 
PRooF. Assume that D"' = D. The construction in Section 2 shows that we can choose 
D to contain x, x 2• Now we will show that D must contain elements/ with i =f. 0. Otherwise 
D is the disjoint union D 1 u D2 , where Di consists of all the elements of the form xi yj in 
D (i = 1, 2). Now we count the number of representations of elements land xl (i =f. 0), 
respectively, as a difference of elements of D. Let the cardinality of Di be Pi. Then there exist 
p 1 (p 1 - 1) + p2 (p2 - 1) differences which lead to elements/ (i =f. 0). This number must 
be equal to the number of representations of elements xl (i =f. 0), which is p 1p2 - 1 (note 
that x2 x- 1 gives xl). We have p 1 (p1 - 1) + p2 (p2 - 1) = p 1p2 - 1 or (p1 - 1)2 + 
(p2 - 1)2 = (p1 - 1)(p2 - 1). This contradicts (p 1, p2) =f. (1, 1). It follows that {x, x2, 
/, y•i} c D. Let h = /, then there exists a g E G with I (Dg)- 1 n Dh 1 ;;:: 3 since we may 
chooseginsuchawaythatg- 1 = yiyky•i = y"i// = x2/xorx2/x = y•k = y<•+l)i+k. 
But the congruence (n + 1)i = (n - 1)k mod w has a solution since (n - 1, v) = 
(n - 1, (n + 2)(n - 1) + 3) = 3 and (n - 1, w) = 1. D 
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4. We have seen in Section 2 that, if D"' = D, the image of D under the map r: G ~ Zv 
given by xii ~ dbj is a planar difference set D' in Zv fixed by the multiplier n. With this 
notation we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA. (i) (Dg)' = D'g' (g E G); (ii) (D- 1)' = (D')- 1• 
PRooF. Note that with xii we have xiy"j and x;y"2j in D. So it suffices to show the lemma 
for subsets S = {xiyj, xiy"j, x;y"2j} of D. Let g = xyk, then Sg = {xi+ly"j+k, xi+ 1y"2H\ 
_xi+ 1y"3Hk}. Since n3 = 1 mod w we have (Sg)' = {d+l~+ 1 , d+ 1b1if+l, d+ 1b"2j+l} = S'g'. 
A similar calculation for g = ~or x2yk shows (i). Reducing the exponent of y modulo w 
yields (i)- 1 = y-j, (xi)- 1 = x 2y-•2j and (x2i)- 1 = xy-•j. So it is easy to see that 
(d- 1 Y = (d')- 1 or ((d")')- 1 or ((d"2)')- 1 and, in particular, (d- 1 Y e (D')- 1• This proves 
00. D 
THEOREM. Let D be a difference set fixed under the map t/1. Then D- 1 is an oval in dev D. 
PRooF. (D')- 1 is an oval in dev D'. So the inequality I(D')- 1 n D'g'l ~ 2 holds for 
every ge G. We have seen in the preceding lemma that I(D')- 1 n D'g'l I(D- 1)' n 
(Dg)'l = ID- 1 n Dgl. So ID- 1 n Dgl ~ 2 and D- 1 is an oval. D 
5. D"' = D implies that (Da)"' = D"' a"' = Da and (Dd)"' = Dd. So at least three shifts 
of Dare fixed by t/J and at least these shifts lead to ovals by invertion. For n = 7, however, 
there are more than three shifts having this property. So the condition D"' = D is not 
necessary. 
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